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Firstest with the Mostest 

 

This game was provoked by seeing the Brigade Models Deep Ocean Research 

Centre 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/Deep%20Ocean%20Research%20Ce

ntre.html 

So I wanted it as the centre of a game. Obviously two sides would fight over it, 

but it struck me that the first people in there would have an advantage, as they 

were the ones in cover and if the research centre is so important, nobody is 

going to want to shell the opposition out of it. So getting there first is important. 

The Grippen Corporation 

A multisector finance company which has made major investments on many 

worlds, it has limited itself on Mysan to mere exploration. Given the backward 

nature of the inhabitants it never brought them into its plans, merely acquiring a 

few large offshore islands as a base for its ocean mining venture.  

The Mysan Co-Prosperity Sphere.  

The world of Mysan has been settled for some time. They’ve had time to regress, 

advance and regress again. But whilst they may not be up with the latest in 

Galactic fashions, they have managed to cling to a lot of good, reliable 

technologies ranging from 19th to 22nd Century. What they’ve got, they can both 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/Deep%20Ocean%20Research%20Centre.html
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build and maintain. They were somewhat put out when the Grippen Corporation 

arbitrarily acquired two large islands. It seems they didn’t even bother paying 

the natives in beads but merely shipped them to the mainland. Now they’ve 

build a research station and the feeling is that if the Mysan Co-Prosperity Sphere 

can put troops on the station, Grippen might feel constrained to negotiate rather 

than see it damaged as they retake it.  

The forces. 

The Grippen Corporation. 

It has never seen the need for major forces on this world. There is a squadron of 

six combat aircraft which patrol the parts of the planet Grippen feel a need to 

watch. 

Six Hanset Interceptors. (Just use your favourite figures) These have a 

portable ECM suite and in full combat mode have a crew served projectile 

weapon and they can fire four manportable guided missiles. In combat situations 

they can travel up to forty inches per move and turn as part of the move. 

Reaction total 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24 

At the start of the game roll a d6. That is how many are available for combat 

immediately. One of these is already in the air on a patrol. It only has the 

projectile weapon, it doesn’t carry missiles when on these patrols. Each move 

roll a d6, on a 6 it arrives on a random table edge. 

Those that aren’t combat ready will be frantically got ready. Roll a d6 for each 

one, on a 6 it is ready. 

The Infantry Component. 

 

There are four infantry companies (groups) on the island. One is left behind to 

garrison the base and the other three groups pile into their hover craft APCs and 

head for the island. These hovercraft, with medium armour and a crew served 

projectile weapon travel at 8 inches per move and carry two bases of infantry. 

So each company has three hovercraft. 

A Grippen Infantry Group. The three groups are identical. 
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6 bases with personal energy weapons and flak armour. 

Reaction Points 3,2,2,2,1,2,2,2  16 

3 Hovercraft with medium armour and crew served projectile weapon. 

 

The Mysan Co-Prosperity Sphere.  

Here I wanted something different. What’s the point of science fiction if 

everybody has the same kit? Mind you, as well as home grown equipment, 

before venturing on this expedition they were gifted some technology by 

Grippen’s competitors who have no objection to seeing The Grippen Corporation 

getting a bloody nose. They have acquired modern ECM 

Ten Priaeus Interceptors. 

I spotted these on the Iliada Website at 

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/product-page/priaeus 

 
 

It does smack of a mixture of lost and rediscovered technology. As well as the 

pilot who’s obvious tucked away out of sight it mounts a crew served projectile 

weapon which fires straight ahead, and there is another crewman who has 

unguided manportable missiles. There is no limit to how many times he can 

reload and fire, but I wouldn’t have thought the life expectancy would be that 

long. They can travel up to thirty inches per move and turn as part of the move. 

They have improvised ECM fitted. 

Reaction points 3,3,3,3,2,3,2,2  21pts  

 

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/product-page/priaeus
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3 troop ships.  

 

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/product-page/thompson 

They are technically 3mm but I think they're a nice size for 6mm as well. 

These count as very large vehicles with medium armour. Each carries two 

broadside batteries and a forward gun. The forward gun is a standard crew 

served projectile weapon. The broadside batteries are obsolete in that they fire 

with the same effect as the normal weapon, but only every other turn. Also 

because they fire as a broadside, they fire at right angles to the ship, so extend 

the front and rear edges of the ship’s base up to extreme range and anything in 

that ‘zone’ that isn’t shielded by something more substantial is a target and is 

fired upon. Treat it that each target is only fired upon by one gun. The forward 

gun can traverse but cannot shoot backwards across the front of the broadsides 

for fear of blast damage.  

All these weapons can elevate enough to fire at flying vehicles that are more 

than five inches away. 

They’re big ships with plenty of power, each has an emplaced ECM  

They travel at eight inches per move.  

The Mysan infantry 

These are armed with personal projectile weapon. OK so it is a long magazine 

rifle with a bayonet but it still works just fine and the bayonet gives them an 

advantageous dice shift in close combat. 

Each group has ten bases, no armour. 

Reaction Points 3,2,2,2,1,2,2,2  16 
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The Table. 

Flat, blue and with the Brigade Models Deep Ocean Research Centre smack bang 

in the middle of it. The forces of the Mysan Co-Prosperity Sphere start half of 

one move in and move first.  

The forces of the Grippen Corporation start on the table edge.  

If left alone, the Mysan forces should get to the research centre first, so the 

Grippen forces should give serious thought to slowing them down and making 

sure they don’t pour their infantry onto the platforms. Even if only one ship 

docks and discharges its infantry, they are going to take a lot of moving by 

infantry combat alone, and whilst you could just blast them off, each shot is 

rapidly degrading your financial investment.  

 

Note I’ve not suggested infantry figures, really just use what you fancy 


